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Abstract

Domain analysis has been recognized to be an important factor in systems engi�

neering� However� due to the relatively short time we have spent investigating this

concept of a conceptual model on a level above the single project� we still face

severe problems with respect to methodologies and tool�support� Our contribu�

tion focuses on the problem to decide on similarities between �data� objects� We

suggest the use of a meta �data� structure which handles similarity as a semantic

concept� This model goes beyond the usual classi�cation and generalization tech�

niques by supporting so called �generic properties�� Using such a meta model� we

will be able to de�ne an algorithm which retrieves from the meta data structure a

set of objects which are similar to a user�de�ned starting set of object descriptions�

This approach will provide us with a basis to integrate objects of an application

domain into one comprehensive structure and to approach the problem of multiple

overlapping domain models�

� Introduction

System engineering strives to go beyond software engineering in handling the de�
velopment of systems with a holistic approach� The key issue is to recognize� to
analyze� and to solve the problems inherent in system development� problems which
go beyond a single application and beyond hardware and software engineering ����
Based on this general concept� domain analysis has become a major issue and a
eld of research in its own right ���� �
��

Domain analysis has the goal to result in a comprehensive and integrated do�
main model that describes entities� functionality� data structures� relationships and
dependencies of a part of the real world that has been identied as an application
domain� All the objects in this model are related to one type of application� e�g�
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banking� book�keeping� corporate information systems� etc�� and constitute the ap�
plication domain model� This application domain model is not targeted towards
one single project� It is the basis and the reference frame for the requirements ana�
lysis and the further development of all projects in the domain of applications it
describes�

However� the concepts and methodologies of domain analysis are quite young
and quite immature as compared to other techniques� Fundamental questions �
What is a good size for an application domain� How do I determine the boundary
of my domain� How can I integrate two domain models� How can I compare
domain models� � have not been answered in a satisfactory manner and hinder any
widespread use� We see two major reasons for these problems�

� Domain models have to deal with the semantics of the objects they describe�

� Domain models will have overlapping application areas� thus possibly duplica�
ting application domain information in a redundant way and�or describing it
from di�erent points of view�

As an example� book�keeping is a part of banking and may be also part of a
corporate information system� Therefore� it would be good practice to be able
to use one domain model for book�keeping and to integrate and incorporate it in
the other two� superordinate domain models� However� this makes it necessary to
decompose and to aggregate domain models and to compare and classify the objects
of these models� Such a classication and comparison must go beyond the limits of
syntax analysis and take into account the semantics of the involved objects�

The basic question in all these activities is to express similarity and di�erences
between objects of one or more domain�s�� Based on a similarity analysis� inte�
gration techniques can be used to specify objects unambigously and to derive a
consistent and integrated model of the application domain�

Section � gives a short overview of domain analysis as used in systems integra�
tion and highlights the di�erencies to existing approaches� Section � discusses the
structure of the meta data model and the retrieval algorithm for similar objects�
We nally conclude with a summary of the proposed concepts�

� Domain Analysis for Systems Integration

Systems integration has been seen for a long time as a bottom�up� post�facto ap�
proach� to glue together already existing pieces of a system �
��� However� if we
take the point of view of a systems engineer� as discussed above� systems integra�
tion should be a vital and preplanned part of the engineering process�

Such a holistic� system oriented approach derives three major results� which
constitute also an outline of the sequence of tasks to be applied �

��

� A domain model�

� An integration architecture�



� The specication of enabling technologies�

The application domain model is the basis for all future decisions and the rst
result of the engineering process� It is a product of a requirements engineering
process� However� it does not focus on the needs and requirements of one single
application� It derives a comprehensive model of the application domain and is
independent from any specic project e�ort ����

The integration architecture is the meta design for systems in the application
domain� Once again� we do not want to look at specic projects but want to provide
a generic framework of design decisions and guidelines� Such an architecture can be
detailed enough to predene the handling of global data� communication between
processes� decomposition guidelines� etc�� but also generic enough to leave su�cient
freedom for the �exible development of applications in the domain �
��� �

�� The
domain model is one of the major factors in deciding on a suitable integration
architecture �

��

Enabling technologies constitute the implementation framework for integration
architectures by providing the means to realize ongoing and future projects� These
technologies have to be �ne�tuned� to support the design decisions of the inte�
gration architecture� to support the needs of application domain� and to provide
�exibility for projects in the domain �
���

In this paper� we want to focus on domain analysis as the very basis for all other
integration e�orts� This means that a domain model serves as a specication of the
�part of the world� where a set of systems will be �or already has been� developed�
Therefore� it will be � together with the integration architecture as the �technical
guideline� � the basis and starting point for the requirements phases of projects in
this domain� providing a framework of concepts and objects for this project phase�

A typical approach to dertive project requirements in the presence of a domain
model is to link new objects and functions� as necessary for the project� to similar
already existing objects of the domain model� thus preserving a consistent and
integrated view of the application� This task makes it necessary to classify objects
according to their �semantic� similarity and to search similar objects in the domain
model�

Some work has been done to support domain analysis based on a variety of
concepts� An overview and additional reading on this topic can be found in ���
and in �
�� Most of the proposed solutions and concepts are oriented towards the
functionality of the domain and have the goal to derive later on software structures
in a reuse oriented environment� The DRACO project �	�� coining the term domain
analysis� can be seen as the ancestor of most of these reuse centered approaches�

We want to discuss the data and integration aspects of domain and similarity
analysis� Our goal is to complement functionally oriented approaches and to provide
support for the integration and aggregation�decomposition of domain models from
the point of view of a system engineer� We go beyond the scope of other projects�
e�g� ���� by abstracting from particular notations and by providing a generalized
framework for classication and similarity analysis� Similarity is seen as a semantic



concept� a point of view which is supported by the introduction of generic properties
to describe and to classify �data��objects of the application domain on basis of their
semantics�

� A Meta Data Model Based on Similarity

��� Structure of the Meta Data Model

The meta data structure we discuss is organized to contain the conceptual data
models of di�erent applications or projects in the same or in overlapping application
domains� The key idea for the proposed structure is to abstract from the use
of a specic modeling technique and to provide a general lattice for representing
conceptual models and semantic objects ���� This general framework can be used
with various semantic data models like the �extended� Entity�Relationship model
���� or RM�T ���� However� we assume that for a particular meta data structure all
included conceptual models use the same modeling technique� Therefore� we do not
consider the problems of heterogeneous data models and their mappings�

The central building block of the meta data structure is the conceptual model
representing the data domain of a specic application� A conceptual model consists
of semantic objects and the relations between them� So we consider all items of a
semantic model �like entities� relationships� attributes� value�domains� as semantic
objects� This viewpoint has the advantage of great �exibility while maintaining
simplicity of structure�
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Fig� 
� Structure of the meta data model

Furthermore our meta structure contains external models representing the view
of of a certain part of an application on the conceptual model� An external model
is more than just a part of a conceptual model� It contains it�s own set of semantic
objects which are derived in a mapping process from the conceptual model�



Obviously there may be various external models for a certain conceptual model�
On the other hand� a specic external model can be derived from di�erent concep�
tual models by di�erent mappings� However� we do not consider external models
spanning several conceptual models �i�e� being derived from di�erent conceptual
models at the same time by a single mapping� like in heterogeneous data models
�
��� �

In the meta data structure we describe which semantic objects are contained
in �a� domain model�s� � be it a conceptual or external model� Furthermore� we
represent how the semantic objects are related through the relationship �relates�to��
This relationship contains the type of the relation� the involved semantic objects�
and the role these objects have in this relationship� The type of the relationship
can be aggregation� association� generalization and cover aggregation�

To give an example� we consider a simple E�R model with the entities employee
�with the attributes name� number and birthdate� and department �with the at�
tributes code and location� connected by the relationship works�in� In our meta
model all entities� attributes� and relationships are considered to be semantic ob�
jects� Through �relates�to� the connections between these objects are represented�
i�e� that employee relates�to name� number and birthdate�

An advantage of this treatment of di�erent concepts in form of the unifying
notion of semantic objects is that we can nd similarities also for ontologically
di�erent structures� To give an example� In one application spouse ofan employee
may be modeled as an entity linked to the employee entity by a relationship �is�
spouse�of�� In a di�erent application spouse may be an attribute �property� of an
employee object� Nevertheless� there is a similarity between the two models which
probably is interesting for a system engineer�

This structure is general enough to represent various types of semantic relation�
ships� The �relates�to� construct can be seen as representing the edges of an E�R
diagram� or a semantic network� or the graph relations of RM�T� etc��

We construct this meta data model in order to reason about similarities between
di�erent models ���� Currently� connections between di�erent models can only be
found if they contain identical semantic objects� For our purpose it is important
to address commonalities between di�erent models beyond identity� Therefore� we
would like to have a �similarity relationship� dened between di�erent models� For
this reason we dene a generalization hierarchy for semantic objects� We consider
two objects as being similar� if they have a common ancestor in the generaliza�
tion hierarchy� To adapt to di�erent viewpoints and to di�erent abstractions� we
allow a semantic object to be a specialization of several generic objects �multiple
inheritance��

Now we can regard two conceptual models to be similar� if the objects they
contain are similar with respect to the generalization hierarchy� We do not express
similarity between models explicitly� The degree of similarity between models de�
pends on one hand on the number of objects being similar� and on the other hand
on the degree of similarity of the respective objects� By the set of objects of one



model having similar counterparts in the other model we can nd similar submodels
�intersection of models based on similarity��

A unique aspect of our approach is the treatment of properties of semantic
objects as objects themselves� This allows us to create a generalization hierarchy
as indicator for similarity even for properties� This concept leads to the notion of
generic properties�

To give an example for generic properties� we assume a company to have di�erent
kinds of employees with the following properties�

manager� number� name� grade

salesperson� number� name� sales� district

programmer� number� name� lines�of�code� languages

Managers� salespersons� and programmers have employee numbers and names�
These properties are common to all three objects and are identical in identier� type�
etc� Therefore� according to usual classication procedures� they are also primary
candidates to be properties of a more generic object �employee��

The properties grade� sales� and lines�of�code have no syntactical commonality�
However� on a semantic level� they can be interpreted as indicators for the success
of the respective class of employees� We thus can generalize these properties to a
generic property �success�indicator�� This generic property is associated with the
employee object to model the three possible di�erent forms of indicators found for
managers� salespersons� and programmers�

employee� number� name� success�indicator

In most object oriented systems and classication structures� each subordinate
object in a generalization hierarchy inherits all properties from the superordinate
object in a syntactically guided procedure� leading to identical identiers� types�
etc�� In our meta structure� a subordinate object may substitute an inherited pro�
perty with a �semantically� similar one� Therefore� objects in higher levels of the
generalization hierarchy can usually be associated with more �generic� properties
than in a pure inheritance lattice� This means that in our model objects on higher
levels can be associated with more semantic content� It also means that we extend
the denition of similarity in our structure into semantic categories�

��� Search for Similar Objects

The goal of constructing this meta data structure is to assist a system engineer
during domain analysis� It can be used for describing the objects of an application
domain� and especially for searching for similar objects which have already be ana�
lyzed� as well as for deriving parts of di�erent application domains which can be
considered as similar� To do this job� he has to classify new objects and to search
for existing �similar� ones�



Both alternatives require the denition of a proper search algorithm� As manual
browsing through all models and objects is not feasible� we provide a search strategy
to determine a subset of models and objects which are more likely to be useful� For
a more detailed description and an application see ���� In this paper� we conne
ourselves to a schematic overview of the relatively complex search process�

The search starts with a given set of objects and looks for similar objects by using
links in the generalization hierarchy� Furthermore it considers the properties of the
given objects �which are objects themselves� and determines similar properties and
objects� also through the generalization hierarchy�

The general ides of the search process is a users driven search through the ge�
neralization hierarchies� The system presents a set of possibly relevant semantic
objects to the user� As similarity is a semantic concept which is also in�uenced by
the viewpoint of the system enginner� the ultimate decision about similarity has
always be made by the system engineer�

From the given set the system starts to look for similar objects which are objects
that have comon ancestors in the generalization hierarchy with objects from the
given set� or which have properties which are similar due to this hierarchy�

If the set of objects found is this process is too large� the search continues on a
higher level of the generalization hierarchy� where the amount of objects is usually
much smaller� This set are the common ancestors of the found objects� This set
of higher level objects is then presented to the system engineer who chooses those
which he considers as beeing relevant for his project�

From this set of relevant higher level objects the search then goes on downwards
by presenting descendants of these objects to the system engineer� who again choo�
ses� and so on� If the set is too small or the presented objects become irrelevant�
the direction of the search can be reversed� and backs up to higher level objects�
The system engineer can direct the search by specifying similarity measures� e�g�
the length of the path between two objects in the generalization hierarchy�

Generic properties are useful in two ways in this search� First� the search for
similar objects can use the generalization hierarchy for properties to determine
similar properties and look for objects which are associated with these properties�
Second� as pointed out above� higher level objects may be associated with generic
properties� thus giving more information than usual on the semantics of objects on
a higher level� This information can be used by the system engineer in the selection
of relevant objects on higher levels� Therefore� he will make better decisions which
objects are relevant and will be able to avoid browsing through irrelevant branches
of the hierarchy�

� Summary and Conclusions

From the point of view of the system engineer� a meta data structure� as described
above� provides a framework to classify and to compare �data��objects of an applica�



tion domain �or objects of di�erent application domains� based on their �semantic�
similarity� This is a rst step to support aggregation�decomposition and integration
of application domains�

By dening the relationships between data and functionality� e�g� ���� a link to
a functionally oriented description of the domain can be established and used to
classify functions as �similar�� based on their use of similar data� The application
of such a link and the integration of the approach described in this paper in a
complete domain analysis� systems integration methodology are part of ongoing
research e�orts�
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